**Balflex® EN 855 R8 / SAE 100R8 – 10.1033.**

According to ISO 3949 / EN 855 type R8 / SAE J517 type SAE 100R8

**High pressure, single aramidic braid reinforced thermoplastic hydraulic hose**

The data contained herein is for information purposes only and does not enlarge, amend or imply any warranty other than provided by the manufacturer. The data contained herein is for information purposes only and does not enlarge, amend or imply any warranty other than provided by the manufacturer.

Construction characteristics and dimensions may be changed at anytime without prior notice.

Any use of the product not in conformance with the manufacturer’s instruction may be dangerous.

Only items in this catalogue are carried in stock. Some items are subjected to minimum quantities or sold only in multiples of standard quantities. Please refer to the price list or contact our commercial department. Prices subject to change without notice.
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